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To the people of all ages, Biryani is one of the hot favourites. No dinner party can be complete
without Biryani. The people of Mumbai are no exceptions and they love to delight their palate with
this delightful dish of fragrant rice and spicy meat. This Asian and Middle-Eastern delicacy come in
mind blowing taste and flavour in the restaurants in Mumbai. Whether you want to have Lucknowi
(Awadhi) Biryani, Hyderabadi Biryani, Malabar Biryani, Kolkata- Biryani, Tehari or Kachchi Biryani,
the restaurants in Mumbai offers the most delicious biryani that ensure a great time with Biryani
Mumbai with authentic taste and flavour.

The cooking style of biryani differs from community to community and the main ingredients and
spice differ in various versions. While in most versions of Biryani Basmati rice is preferred, the most
favourite options for meat are lamb, chicken, fish, shrimps, etc. The Biryani Mumbai satisfies the
palate of Biryani lovers with its unparallel taste and flavour. In Mumbai there are hundreds of
restaurants that serve delectable biryani, from Biryani Point to Hyderabad Spice, Shree Girija, Fish
Island, Grass Root, Snack Shack, Earthen Pot, It's Lucknowi, Sahara, The Curry House, Homaid
Tiffins, Zaika, Kareems, Kakori House, Arsanal, Saffron Spice, The Grand Nawab, Poisar
Restaurant, Malwani Kkanlwan, Victory Family Restaurant, Jai Hind Lunch Home, Hotel Metro
Palace or The Calcutta Club, there are lots more for you.

Now it is quite easy to get your most favoured Biryani Mumbai at your doorstep. You will get the
facility of online booking at lots of restaurants in Mumbai. Ordering online you can get excellent
offers and get your favourite biryani delivered right at your doorstep. You can also go for online table
reservation as well to avail excellent offers.

For the delicious and mouth-watering Biryani Mumbai, order online and share the joy of mind
boggling food with your whole family. For online order for food or for table booking justeat.in is the
ideal place. Once you place orders or book your table for Biryani Mumbai on this premier site, you
can avail excellent offers and have a great time with the lip smacking delicacies.
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